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ABSTRACT: With the increasing need to construct underground transportation links and utilities in urban areas, the associated
tunnelling induced ground settlement has to be well controlled to minimise the impact caused to densely populated facilities. The
paper aims to consolidate the experience in the construction of the Lai Chi Kok Drainage Tunnel in Hong Kong and outline aspects of
ground settlement of concern to supervising engineers. Settlement data collected are analysed to study the effect of geology, time, and
the adequacy of empirical settlement prediction. Results indicate that the magnitude of ground settlement under mixed ground
conditions could be substantially underestimated by empirical predictions as traditionally adopted in design. Recommendations are
given in respect of tunnelling impact assessment, monitoring requirements, and interpretation of surveying results.

PREDICTION OF GROUND SETTLEMENT

The ground settlement caused by the tunnel drive was estimated
at design stage using the empirical model proposed by Peck
(1969): settlement above a tunnel forms a depression trough
which may be represented by a Gaussian curve defined by the
maximum settlement max above the tunnel axis and the
transverse distance i to the point of inflection on the curve.
Further, the settlement trough volume is expressed as a
percentage of the excavated volume to give a measure of the
loss of ground, also known as the volume loss V. A target
volume loss of 1% was used to estimate the maximum ground
settlement as 4.8 mm at the LCKDT, assuming full-face soft
ground conditions.
O'Reilly and New (1982) proposed the relationship i = K z,
where K is an empirical trough width parameter and z is the
depth to tunnel axis, assuming plane strain, constant volume
deformation. From past experience, K = 0.5 was considered
reasonable for deep tunnels (z/D > 5) in Hong Kong soils.
As no groundwater drawdown was recorded and the tunnel
was designed to be fully undrained, no consolidation settlement
due to drawdown is deemed to have occurred.
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3.1

RESULTS
Effect of geological conditions

The ground settlement recorded along the centre-line of the
LCKDT Main Tunnel is plotted in Figure 1. Monitoring results
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Figure 1. Longitudinal geological profile and ground settlement along
tunnel centre-line as at December 2011

3.2 Time variation of settlement
A typical pattern of ground surface settlement recorded above
the centre-line of the Main Tunnel when the TBM was
excavating in soft or mixed ground is shown in Figure 2.
Settlement began to occur upon the passage of the cutterhead
below the monitoring station. Slight settlement continued to be
recorded after two weeks and the TBM was 70 m away.
The development of the longitudinal settlement trough along
a 40 m-long portion of the tunnel is reproduced in Figure 3 in
more detail. More than 60% of the total settlement occurred
after the passage of the tail shield and the erection of linings.
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The Lai Chi Kok Drainage Tunnel (LCKDT) was
commissioned to alleviate flooding in the low lying Lai Chi
Kok reclamation area in Hong Kong by intercepting the
stormwater from upper hillside catchments and discharging it
into the harbour through a series of dropshafts and deep tunnels.
This paper describes the 1.2 km Main Tunnel drive which
took place between May and December 2011 with a 5.71 m
diameter slurry tunnel boring machine (TBM) at a depth of 4050 m below ground and under up to 4.2 bars of water pressure.
The tunnel was constructed primarily in soft ground, beneath
sensitive facilities including on-grade ballasted railway tracks.
The reclamation area is underlained primarily by medium
grained granite. The tunnel drive began in a launching shaft in
hard rock. The first soft ground section was at Ch. 950-850,
followed by a 300 m section in rock. Between Ch. 650-500, the
TBM excavated in and out of undulating bedrock through an
extensive zone of corestones. Beyond Ch. 410, the tunnel is in
predominately full-face completely decomposed granite (CDG).

obtained on the same days are joined to show a complete dayto-day development of the settlement trough. Three main
settlement patterns may be observed:
(i) Negligible settlement when driving in bedrock.
(ii) Settlement of 4-6 mm when driving in CDG, agreeing
reasonably well with design prediction (4.8 mm).
(iii) More than 8 mm of settlement in areas where corestones or
mixed face conditions were encountered.
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Figure 3. Progression of longitudinal settlement with time
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The values of i obtained from the six transverse monitoring
sections are plotted in Figure 5 and are found to be within the
zone of Peck’s sands below groundwater level, consistent with
local experience that deep tunnels in CDG in Hong Kong are
likely to cause settlement in a similar manner.
It is evident from results of back analysis that the volume
loss can be locally much higher than the 1% loss which the
contractor considered to be achievable under full soft ground
conditions. At Ch. 620 where the maximum settlement was up
to 13 mm, the volume loss can be estimated to be over 2.5% by
assuming a typical i value.
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3.3 Transverse settlement trough
To study the transverse distribution of settlement, six cross
sections have been selected for analysis, a typical example of
which is shown in Figure 4. A summary of the results is
presented in Table 1.
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Figure 4. Typical transverse settlement trough
Table 1. Back calculated settlement trough parameters
Cross section
max (mm)
i (mm)
1
8
20
2
4.4
16
3
3.7
24
4
4.4
19
5
4.7
18
6
5.7
21

4

V (%)
1.6
0.7
0.9
0.8
0.8
1.2

DISCUSSION

The fact that excavation in mixed ground often results in higher
settlement than full soft ground conditions may be related to the
increased volume loss due to overcut.
Where a TBM is excavating under mixed face conditions
near the rockhead, preferential over-excavation of the soft
material at the top of the tunnel occurs. In addition, in subhorizontal tunnels, driving continuously with the invert of the
TBM excavating at harder material could cause a TBM to drift
upwards and deviate from the design vertical alignment. The
technique of driving the TBM downwards to compensate for the
upward drift may lead to increased overcut (Shirlaw, 2011).
This manoeuvre was observed along the Main Tunnel drive to
coincide with two of the locations with pronounced settlement.
The combined effect of these two sources of overcut is that
the volume of tail void between the excavated space and the
extrados of pre-cast linings would be greater than the theoretical
volume. Therefore grouting to 100% of the theoretical volume
may not always be sufficient to fill the tail void completely, the
failure of which would cause increased settlement.
Attewell and Woodman (1982) estimated that 50-75% of
ground loss can be attributed to the tail of a shield in sands
below the groundwater table, and that the total losses are much
more dependent on excavation and ground support techniques.
This is consistent with the observation at the LCKDT, where
the bulk of the ground settlement (between 26% to 88%) in
CDG occurred after the passage of the TBM tail shield.
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Figure 5. Distribution of i with tunnel diameter D, depth z and geology
(After Peck, 1969)
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

This study has shown that the volume loss caused by tunnelling
through corestone bearing layers and interfaces between rocks
of differing grades of decomposition would probably exceed
that under full-face soft ground conditions. If sensitive facilities
are located above corestone bearing layers and soil-rock
interfaces along the alignment, a larger design volume loss than
what would normally be achievable should be used to predict
the ground settlement for impact assessment purposes.
Ground settlement may persist in granular soil long after the
passage of a TBM. Active monitoring should be maintained
until the ground settlement has stabilised, regardless of how far
past the monitoring point the TBM has travelled.
It is desirable to measure the complete transverse settlement
trough early in the beginning of a tunnel drive to verify the
assumptions made with respect to the settlement trough profile.
Monitoring only along the centre-line of a tunnel would not
provide sufficient information to verify with confidence the
extent of the tunnelling influence zone.
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